
Marketing Best Practices 
to Acquire Inventory from 
Consumers

Align Your Digital Marketing  
with Shoppers' Needs 

It’s crucial to meet your customers where they are 
and provide the tools they need to move forward 
confidently in the buying process. 

To acquire inventory in this market, you 
need to make the most of every online and 
in-store opportunity. Use these marketing 
best practices to attract transaction-ready 
customers and the inventory opportunities 
you need.

Consumers rank finding  
the value of their  

current vehicle as the

#1 digital 
retailing 
activity

they want to  
complete online.1

Provide a quick and easy path for shoppers to 
get a value for their current vehicle. Include a 
trade-in tool on your website’s 

• Homepage
• SRPs
• VDPs
• Most popular landing pages

Make it easy for customers to find you with search engine optimization (SEO) efforts: 

• Create a keyword-rich landing page that speaks to trade-in valuations, helps customers 
understand your trade-in or purchase program, and highlights the tools you use to 
appraise a vehicle. 

• Include messaging throughout your website that includes terms your customers will 
search for, including the following keywords:

• “how much is my car worth?”
• “trade-in my car” 
• “sell my car” 
• “trade-in value”  

• Make sure your website has local information about your dealership, including ZIP 
Code and city, so that your dealership shows up in Google’s localized results.

Include URLs and descriptive text in 
your Google Ads. 

• Why URLs? To allow your customers 
to go directly to a landing page on 
your website with one click. 

• Why descriptive text? To give your 
customer a preview of what the URL 
is about.

URL

Descriptive 
Text



Generate Leads with Emails 

Email blasts are an affordable way to drive additional leads and 
inventory opportunities each month. For example, an additional 
100 leads from email blasts with a 15% close rate means another 
15 vehicles bought or sold – and at a minimal cost to the dealer.

Make the Most of In-Store Opportunities

• Use QR codes to quickly link customers to get a trusted trade-
in value for their vehicle. QR codes allow customers to scan the 
code with their phone and fill out their information while they 
wait for their car to be serviced or as they walk around your lot 
or showroom.

• Add a QR code on the back of all salespeople’s business cards.
• Add a QR code on the window stickers of all vehicles on the lot.

• Host a buying event. Buying events are a great way to acquire inventory from 
customers and showcase the vehicles you have on your lot. Buying events can  
also help increase awareness about your quick and easy appraisal process.

Through digital, email and in-store marketing efforts, you can attract 
shoppers who are ready to sell or trade in their car and drive away in one 
of yours. Kelley Blue Book® Instant Cash Offer provides your customers 
with a trusted trade-in value and a transparent process that helps you take 
advantage of every online and in-store opportunity to acquire inventory.

Request a demo today to see how smarter marketing leads to more inventory wins. 
b2b.kbb.com/ico
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The 

#1 most 
trusted

third party automotive 
brand.2


